
  
BitRaser Data Eraser & Device Diagnostics Powers Up For ITADs 
 
Stellar announced the new eraser and diagnostic BitRaser products for hard 
drives & mobile devices that would tremendously boost efficiency and employee 
productivity of an ITAD operation. The brand-new product versions would be 
showcased for the first time at eScrap 2019 conference in Orlando [ booth 621]  
 
The new features include faster drive eraser module that can help save up-to 23%-
time, a ‘Cloud console’ that allows multi-location deployment, monitoring, along-
with anytime access to erasure reports.    
 
The upgraded network management console is designed for a tighter integration 
with ERP platforms to help ITAD business operations achieve a faster turnaround 
and increase employee productivity.   
 
The mobile variant now has a unified interface that can handle simultaneous 
erasure and diagnostic of mobile devices.  It also offers wider set of diagnostic 
tests and improved reporting.  
 
“The upgraded BitRaser product design helps our ITAD customer experience 
faster inventory processing resulting in overall lift in business operations and 
higher return on investment. Our reliable products powered with always available 
customer support makes BitRaser the best choice for businesses dealing in 
mobile and computing reprocessing industry “, said Sunil Chandna, CEO of Stellar.   
 
The new releases of BitRaser that have been upgraded after 15 months of hard 
work by the development team.  
 
For more information visit www.BitRaser.com  
 
About Stellar 
Stellar is a leading data care solution provider headquartered in India, with 
subsidiaries in the US & Europe. Stellar is an ISO 9001 & ISO 27001 certified 
organization specializing in data recovery, data erasure, mailbox conversion, and file 
repair software & services. Stellar's data care software products are known for their 
incredible ease of use and yet powerful in their use to fulfil needs of both 
consumers and enterprises. For more than 25 years, Stellar has been consistently 
developing innovative, future-ready solutions that are trusted by more than 3 
million individuals & Fortune 500 companies globally.  Learn more about Stellar 
at www.stellarinfo.com 
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